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Quran; the final version and ever protected
version of all divine books has a Surah (Chapter)
entitled “Az-Zalzalah” Earthquake”. This says “When
the earth is shaken with it’s final earthquake. And
when the earth throws out its burdens, And when man
will say: “What is the matter with it?”. That day it will
declare its information (about all what happened over
it of good or evil). Because your Lord has inspired it.
That day mankind will proceed in scattered groups
that they may be shown their deeds!. So whatsoever
does good equal to weight of an atom (or a small ant) ,
shall see it. And whatsoever does evil equal to
the weight of an atom (or a small ant), shall see it.
(Surah 99).
8th October 2005 was the day when people in
Pakistan saw the earthquake and its devastating
effects. We saw people going down and we saw
people rising up, rising above the angels.
It is obvious to every thinking mind that the
God All Mighty has not left the world on autopilot.
When people’s deeds become rotten they get it. When
there are illicit relations, we get the gift of AIDS, when
we indulge in interest based transactions we see
extreme poverty and loss of contents, when we start
staring opposite sex people with lust and do not
respect the bounds of marriage and family we get the
gift of broken families and high divorce rates……. It is
open to see by anyone who has heart.
The agents of Satan are bent to break the
family ties and steal the peace of mind through vulgar
songs & dances, pornographic material and spreading

shirk i.e. taking partners with Allah. Man is made
equal to God!!!!!! This is the greatest sin one can
commit. A sin which is unforgivable and surely earns
hell forever nullifying all good acts. Songs and even
some Na’ts and poetry have Shirk (Taking people
equal to the God) in them. In this regard we are
following earlier nations who went astray and some
earned the wrath of Allah.
It will be surely a stupid thing to say that
earthquake was a blessing. It was a punishment for
our many deeds. It can be a blessing only if we amend
our behavior so that we do not get severer penalty in
the Hereafter where we will see every good deed of
weight of an atom and we shall see every bad deed of
weight of an atom and when a person will like to
distant him/herself from bad deeds like the distance
of skies and the earth.
The spiritual and mental status does have
direct effect on physical health and community health.
Immoral behaviors lead to AIDS and alcoholism and
people fell prey to IMF and World Bank AIDS which
are no less sever threat to mankind.
The people of Pakistan and Pakistanis living
abroad responded like no one. They helped like no one
in the modern times. We saw these above angel people
who donated entire chemist shops, entire bakeries;
soon there were trucks full of goods like a chain
of ants and millions of volunteers doing good acts.
May Allah accept all these and turn this nation into a
torch bearer and make this nation a leader of the
world. Aameen.
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